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C. Elijah: Thank you for joining Brothers of the Word, because brother, you 

need the word.  Amen, amen, amen. 

 

 We welcome all of you that are joining us today via the internet 

or by television or by cassette tape or some other means, we’re 

delighted to have you.  Stay tuned to today’s message. 

 

 Are you always on the go?  Do you feel stressed?  Feel like it’s just 

not enough hours in the day?  Well, stay tuned to today’s message.  

I have something to share with you today.  Open your Bibles if 

you will over to the Book of Mark.  Book of Mark, the Gospel of 

Mark.  Chapter 4, the Gospel of Mark Chapter 4, and when you 

get there, say “Amen”.  The Gospel of Mark Chapter 4, and this is 

the Parable of the Sower, “The seed, the sower sows the word,” 

and Jesus gives this parable to relay to us the different types of 

soil that the seed is sown into, and He basically describes four 

types of soil that the sower sows the word, the seed, the Word of 

God, the incorruptible seed.  And so he likens it unto a sower 

sowing seed falling on four different types of ground. 

 

 And so, there’s one particular of the four types of ground that I 

want to look at, and because I feel like so often, we are all this 

particular type of ground in our lives. 

 

 Mark Chapter 4, I want you to read verse 7.  We read Verse 7 and 

we read Verse 18 and 19 to look at this one particular type of 

ground that Jesus teaches here about the sower and the word, 

and the soil, or our hearts.  Meaning the soil that the word is sown 

into the seed.  Mark Chapter 4, let’s read Verse 7.  We read verse 

7, then Verse 18 and 19.  Ready?  Read. 

 

 “And some fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up, and choked 

it, and it yielded no fruit.”  And then Verse 18 and 19, He explains 

exactly what the thorns are.  That type of ground, that’s thorny 

ground.  Verse 18 and 19, let’s read those in unison. 

 

 “And these are they which are sown among thorns; such as hear 

the word. And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of 

riches, and the lusts of other things entering in, choke the word, 

and it becometh unfruitful” 

 

 And so, I want to use that as a subject today, “An Overcrowded 

Heart.”  An overcrowded heart.  Turn to your neighbor and say, 

“We’re talking about an overcrowded heart.” 
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 Jesus here is teaching exactly why we fail to receive the harvest 

of God’s Word.  Why we fail to receive the harvest that is produced 

by God’s Word.  He teaches here why our lives are not as fruitful 

victorious, and overcoming as they should be.  He also teaches 

here why we are not experiencing immeasurable joy and peace.  

And so, he uses this type of ground, and all of these types of 

ground to share with us why we’re not receiving the harvest that 

come from God’s Word.  The harvest of living a victorious life.  The 

harvest of living an overcoming life.  The harvest of having the 

fruit of God, there’s the peace and joy of God abounding in our 

lives. 

 

 And so, Jesus is trying to get us to begin to receive the harvest of 

God’s Word.  He said God’s Word is the seed, and if it’s planted in 

good soil, it shall bring forth, and it will produce harvest in your 

life.  How many of you want God’s harvest in your life?  You want 

the thing that God wants to produce. 

 

00:05:13 

 

 God wants to produce some things in your life, but there’s a 

reason these things, these good things of God are not producing 

your life, and it’s because the ground is no good.  And when the 

ground is no good, the seed can’t do his job.  And so, God has sent 

the seed is perfect.  The seed is incorruptible.  And if you will allow 

this seed to be placed in good ground, it will produce without fail.  

Nothing will be able to stop the joy, nothing would be able to stop 

the peace.  Nothing would be able to stop your victory and your 

overcoming life.  Nothing.  If the ground is right, God says, “I’ve 

got the seed.  You just go, give me the ground, and what not, 

incorruptible seed meets the ground of your heart.”  Something 

powerful bursts and released and manifested in our lives.  And 

this was the very harvest of God’s Word.  The promises of God’s 

Word coming to pass and being fulfilled and they manifest in our 

lives. 

 

 I’m ready to see some fruit.  I’m ready.  I’m tired of just hearing 

about it.  I want to see something.  I want see.  I want to see the 

good promises of God fulfilled in our lives.  God wants you to enjoy 

and experience them, not just to read the Bible, not just to pray a 

lot, but God wants you to think the soil and fruit in your life. 
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 The fruit in your life, so other people can partake of the fruit and 

they will see the blessing, and they will see the joy, they will see 

the peace and they will see the victory, and they will partake of 

this fruit that not only blesses your life, but begins to bless the 

lives of those around you.  God wants to produce something 

powerful in your life.  It will get the ground right. 

 

 And so, on this particular ground, now here in Verse 18.  He is 

talking about -- he said, the reason this ground will not produce 

is because the ground is overcrowded.  And so, that’s why we’re 

talking about an overcrowded heart.  He said, the seed is there, 

but because the cares of this world, the deceitfulness of riches and 

the lust of other things entering in, they choke or suffocate God’s 

Word, and they prevent the produce of God from being made 

manifest in your life. 

 

 And so, the ground is overcrowded which is the heart.  And God 

is saying, the reason you’re not seeing the produce, check your 

heart, it’s too crowded.  It is too crowded.  The cares of this world, 

the deceitfulness of riches and the lust of other things entering in, 

choking the word and preventing my promises from coming to 

pass in your life.  Not allowing that word to germinate in our 

hearts and that produce God’s wonderful harvest in our lives. 

 

 You know, I believe when Jesus here is talking about an 

overcrowded heart.  He is really talking about an overcrowded 

life.  He is really talking about an overcrowded life, because the 

Bible says, “Out of the heart of the issues of life.”  And so, you can 

tell when a person’s heart is overcrowded when their life is 

overcrowded, and I believe he is speaking about an overcrowded 

life.  The reason you can’t get some things from God to manifest 

in your life because your life is too crowded.  And it’s almost as if 

Jesus was speaking directed to this generation.  I don’t know any 

other time in history where we have as much dizziness and 

distraction and entertainment and technology, and so many 

comforts of life than this age, and this generation that we live in 

right now. 

 

 So, it’s almost as if Jesus was speaking prophetically that there 

is coming a generation, and they’re going to be so busy.  They’re 

going to be so consumed with the things of that age, and all of the 

conveniences and all of the technology, and all of the 

entertainment, and all of the things of trying to accumulate and 
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have this, and to have that, and working two jobs, and doing this 

and doing that. 

 

00:10:08 

 

 And Jesus was saying, because of all those cares and because of 

the lust of other things and the deceitfulness of riches is going to 

choke the word and prevent it from coming to pass. 

 

 I’ll tell you, we live in fast paced world.  It’s non-stop.  Somebody 

said, “Stop the world and let me off.”  And that’s because they just 

viewed life as just a fast-moving train and it’s moving so fast.  I 

mean we got places to go, people to see and things to do.  We’re 

always in a hurry going nowhere.  We’re always busy doing 

nothing.  And wherein there’s the world has set us in to this fast-

paced, overcrowded life, and it has crept in to our hearts and 

suffocated God’s work.  And that’s why things have not produce 

in our lives because so much other stuff is going on.  We don’t give 

the word an opportunity.  God can’t get a word in because there 

so much busyness.  There’s so much busyness that’s crowding our 

lives. 

 

 I remember, Pastor Nathaniel, he preached along these lines and 

he was talking about so much stuff that we carry around.  There 

so much stuff we have.  And he actually came up to the pour pit 

and he poured everything out of his pocket, everything that he 

carries around on a day-to-day basis just to show you how busy 

we are.  And he put his cellphone, not one, he had two.  Two 

cellphones, he laid it up here.  Actually, he might have three.  

Then he had a pager, two-way pager, and then he had all other 

types of gadgets, and keys to this and keys to that, and he was 

just loading down, and he said, “All of this stuff just shows the 

busyness, the busyness that we have.”  The busyness that we 

have. 

 

 We talk on the – I heard a comedian say this, he said, “We talked 

on the phone at home.”  Then we get in the car and talk on the 

cellphone, while we’re driving to work.  Then he said, we get to 

work and we get on the phone at work.  He said can you let them 

miss you for just five minutes?  Should we always like we got to 

be attached with somebody.  I got to be talking.  I have to be 

talking to somebody.  I’m telling that these things happen.  I’m 

trying to do some things and I’m always talking.  There’s never a 

break at all, or on the phone driving, on the phone --  
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 I mean, on the way to church today, somebody, (00:13:10) and 

when I look over to see what (00:13:13) he was on the phone.  I 

started to say, “Hey, man follow-up and drive.”  It was 

overcrowded life, and it seem like all of a sudden we’ve just gotten 

so busy, and technology has created all of these things supposedly 

to make our lives easier and less stressful but it has done the 

opposite.  I mean when you hear your cellphone ring it creates 

stress just hearing the ring.  We hear it ring and we’ve gotten so 

bad, a lot of times when we’re on the phone, the second phone 

rings while we’re already talking on one.  You all know what I’m 

talking about.  And so, you got to say, “Hold on the other line, my 

other phone is ringing.  I got to take that call.” 

 

 And so, here we are, so busy we’re talking on two lines at once.  

And so, Jesus is saying, “Oh, you gotten so overcrowded in your 

heart.”   So, overcrowded in your heart.  We have too much stuff, 

too much debt, and the reason we got too much debt because we 

got too much stuff.  So, we’re trying to pay for all of this stuff that 

we have.  Then there’s the pressure of all these bills.  And then 

we have things that we really don’t need. 

 

 Let me give you a good clue.  If you can’t afford it you don’t need 

it.  That’s a good clue.  If you can’t afford it, you don’t need.  I 

know a woman who was driving a Mercedes and this thing was 

causing her a thousand of months to get it repaired and it was 

driving her up a wall, running her financials in the hole, and yet 

she refused to get rid of it because she wanted the prestige of 

driving a Mercedes. 

 

00:15:14 

 

 

 Didn’t want to lose the image.  And all along we’re stressing 

ourselves out, killing ourselves, putting all this undo precious and 

burdens when all along, all we have to do is get rid of some of this 

stuff.  Get rid of it.  Don’t be afraid.  Don’t be -- I mean, if this car 

is running you underground, turn it back in.  Just go back and 

say, “Look, I made a mistake.  I need you to get me out of this.  

This is a car accident.  I’ve been in a car accident and I need to 

report this. 

 

 Then go back turn it in, just turn it in.  Turn it in.  Just turn it in.  

Get that off of your back.  There are a lot of stuff that’s 
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unnecessary.  Get that stuff off of your back.  We have too much 

stuff, too much stuff that we never want to let go of anything. 

 

 I heard Joel Osteen he gave his powerful key.  He said, if you have 

something and this does not meeting a need, sow it as a seed.  If 

you have something in your life and it’s not meeting your needs, 

you don’t really need it, sow it as a seed.  Give it away, give some 

of the junk and the clutter out of your life.  Get it out.  Get rid of 

it.  Look on your garage, look in your closet, we have too much 

stuff.  We are overcrowded.  Some folks don’t want to give 

anything, and for (00:16:50) so let it pile up and stack up because 

they don’t want to release anything.  But if this is not serving a 

need in your life, sow it, give it, sow it as a seed.  If it’s not meeting 

a need sow it as a seed.  Give it to somebody else that can use it, 

and that can utilize it 

 

 I really believe this is what Jesus was telling the rich young ruler.  

When he told him to sell anything you have and give it to the poor.  

He wasn’t really trying to (00:17:23) you don’t need.  You can be 

a blessing other people, because Jesus would say, “(00:17:30) stuff 

you have.  Start giving, give -- as a giving heart.  Give your best 

support.  Give, you got too much stuff.  And so, Jesus was trying 

to get him to give, give some of that stuff away.  You’re 

overcrowded, and because he had so many things, those things 

had him, and he was unable to walk with Jesus because of an 

overcrowded heart.  And he missed the blessing of God.  And these 

things that crowd our heart, whatever you give your attention to, 

whatever it takes all of your attention that gives into your heart.  

That’s all it gives in your heart. 

 

 Proverbs 4 tells us that, “My son, attend to my words”.  See notice 

God wants you to give you attention to His words because 

whatever you give your attention to, it gives into your heart and 

when it gives into your heart, it will change your life.  Good or 

bad.  Whatever you give your attention to, it gets into your heart, 

and when it gets into your heart, it will change your life because, 

it’s going to come out.  Out of the heart, throw the issues of life.  

Out of the heart, whatever is your heart, “The Bible says a good 

man out of the good prayers of his heart, bring forth good things, 

and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart and bring 

forth evil things. 

 

 So, whatever is in your heart will eventually be in your life and 

whatever you give your attention to, this is what gets in to your 
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heart.  I don’t care what it is, you give your attention to it, it will 

get into your heart and it will overcrowd your heart, and 

eventually, it will choke the Word of God out of your heart and 

you wonder why you’re so defeated, you wonder why there’s no 

manifestation of God, you wondered why His promises not coming 

to pass, you wonder why you are missing so much good.  Check 

your heart, you’ve overcrowded your heart.  And so, God wants us 

to begin to simplify our lives.  Begin to simplify.  Simply your 

lives. 

 

00:20:02 

 

 Poor people are trying to get rich, and rich people are trying to 

simplify their lives, because they understand the most off, you got 

to the more stuff you got most stuff you got to worry about and 

you get so tied up in trying to maintain -- you maintain all these 

things, you eventually lose what’s really important. 

 

 And so, rich people, after a while they understand what’s really 

important.  What's really important.  So, they started trying to 

simplify their lives.  They wanted to just enjoy some of the simple 

things in life.  And so begin to simplify your life.  And one way you 

can do that is be content.  Be content with what you have.  “Oh 

men, I felt a load just go off of my chest, by saying that.”  

 

 I’m going to say, I’m relaxed.  When I said, “Just be content with 

what you have.”  It relaxes me, take out the pressure off of me.  

Now, I don’t have time to get a Mercedes like the past.  (00:21:07).  

I’m just --.  You know, my car is 10 years old.  I got my 250,000 

miles on my car.  And everybody has been trying to get me, to get 

a new car.  And so, “Hey man this (00:21:22) years old.  He had 

drove 250 thousand miles, why don’t you go and get Him a new 

car.  And I just decided, I’m not going that on the phone.  The 

pressure me until we (00:21:31).  And what I want to ask him if I 

get it, you won’t have to pay the note.  Man, you’re going to have 

to pay the note, let’s go. 

 

 Let’s say these folks that you’re getting on their stuff for.  They’re 

not around when it’s time to pay the bills on all that stuff.  And 

so, I’m driving a 10-year-old car with 250 thousand miles.  And 

now I’m learning to be content with, and I’m just learning to relax.  

I’m learning to enjoy.  I don’t have a cargo.  It was paid for five 

years ago.   Fr the last five years, I’m living without a cargo.  And 

so, I’m learning just to relax.  And when I see people pull out with 
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this big credit new cars.  You know, you want to be jealous with 

this, but think about the car loan.  And the jealousy goes, I don’t 

know what, relax, relax.  I mean simplify your life, be content with 

what you have. 

 

 The other day, I called my brother(ph), I said, “Man, I want to get 

this car waxed.”  I said, come on man, clean it up for me, wax it.  

And man, I got their car clean and it just gave me a new sense of 

joy.  Even though it’s 10 years old, I drove it like it was brand 

new.  I was leaning on one side, window down, my hand out.  

That’s the joy of paying for a car. 

 

 Now, I’m going to get a new car one day, but you better believe 

when I do get this car, no longer is able to run it all.  I mean, I’m 

going to drive in until it’s un-drivable. 

 

 Begin to simplify.  Simply your lives.  What can two jobs for what?  

To pay for stuff you don’t need.  Pay for stuff you don’t need.  I 

know a man who was working, he was working double shifts.  He 

had a stroke, he didn’t even know it.  He was still trying to go to 

work.  Nobody knew it until he had an accident and they 

discovered that he had a stroke. 

 

 Walking around and had a stroke, still trying to work two shifts.  

Precious, the cares, this world.  I was talking with another 

gentleman.  He is a mechanic and I was calling him about 

(00:24:07) or something and he said, well, let me see, he is at 

work.  He said, “I have a regular job in UPS and I worked from 

8:00 o’clock in the morning, the 8:00 pm tonight.   

 

 So I said, I work full 12 hours morning to 8 p.m. at night until I 

work full of 12 hours.  And then he said, when I get off, then I do 

my business on the side.  So, he said, I work and go out to clients 

that I work for the rest of them night on the side.  And he said, I 

can squeeze you in somewhere in there.  And I’ve got just thinking 

about that, I said, what does he mean he works on the time?  You 

getting off, you’re working from 8:00 in the morning to 8:00 at 

night, 8:05.  There is no time.  There is no time left.  And even 

though there is no time, he still going, still trying to make more 

still trying to earn more, for what?  For what?  For what?   

 

00:25:07 
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 And this is what Jesus knew would come.  The sinfulness of 

riches.  Trying to get more -- and the reason -- deceitful mean is 

deceptive.  It means, that it shows you something that is really 

not deceitful.  And so, it makes you feel like, if I can get it will 

make me happy, it will fulfil me.  And all along, the more you get 

the more you want.  And the more you get, the more you want and 

you never can quench for insatiable appetite.  And that’s why 

Jesus said, the deceitfulness of riches, the deceitful -- how much 

is enough. 

 

 Rockefeller said, “One more dollar than I have right now.  That 

will be enough.”  You never satisfied.  The deceitfulness of riches 

and the lust of other things entering in, choke the world.   

 

 I am out of time.  We thank you so much for joining us today.  

Please go to AirJesus.com and you can listen to this message, 

message No. 7239, “An Overcrowded Heart.”  You can also click 

and email it to a friend.  Thank you so much for joining us here at 

Brothers of the Word, because brother, you need the word. 

 

 Praise God.  There are so much I could share.  I’m really not going 

to go into it at this time.  I think we got enough.  I don’t want to 

overcrowd you.  I’m (00:26:54) a letter and simplify some things.  

Simplify some things.  You got enough.  You got enough.  God 

wants you to simply take the time.  Un-crowd your life, un-crowd 

your heart, take the time to receive His word.  And God has said, 

I can’t get your soul busy, you are concerned about so much stuff, 

I can’t even get a word in to you. 

 

 So, many times God wants to talk to you.  He wants to tell you 

about your life.  He wants to give you some wisdom for certain 

areas.  But you’re so overcrowded, your heart can’t even receive 

his word.  You’ve choked the word out of your heart.  And so, God 

says, “Simplify, depressurized your life.  

 

 Start saying no to some things, fresh arrived in your life.  Start 

saying no to some things.  We overcommit ourselves, we 

overspend, we overworked.  Start saying no.  Again, simplify your 

life.  And God simply wants to plan His word in your heart and 

produce His wonderful harvest in your life.  But don’t let your 

heart be overcrowded, simplify it.  Don’t get yourself to hurry, 

slow down.  I kept hearing the Holy Spirit say to me. Slow down.  

Slow down, slow down, slow down. 
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 Take time to meditate in my word, “My son, attend to my words, 

find thy near onto my things, let them not depart from thine eyes, 

keep them in the midst of thine heart for their life under those 

that find them and help to all their flesh.  Then he says, “Guard 

your heart with all diligence,” See the song is new what Jesus 

would say later.  Don’t allow yourself to have an overcrowded 

heart.  Guard it, guard it, guard it. 

 

00:29:36 
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